A. Educational Materials for use by Coalition

1. Priority project: Draft and print Coalition brochure
2. Purpose: for use with educational programs and as general outreach to people who may want to utilize our educational materials or to work with us
3. Content: why southern Africa is an important issue; what the Coalition is and does; its educational and other resources; and how people can contact and work with us
4. Timeframe: By Oct. 24, CCAL will bring in a reworking of brochure draft done last spring, for review and editing. After this meeting, brochure will be printed in bulk.

B. Speakers and Resource Bureau

1. Priority tasks: (a) Develop list of people from Coalition member groups, and other groups, willing to work as part of CCSA Speakers bureau
   (b) Develop list of available film/slide resources (including ones CCAL is lending use of on permanent basis)
   (c) Sponsor a training session for CCSA members to develop speaking /organizing skills (to include material on basic points to be made when speaking to groups on southern Africa; how to relate specific suggestions on possible action to specific constituencies)
2. Purpose: (a) to bring an understanding of southern Africa issues to the general public as well as to specific constituencies
   (b) to bring an understanding of how they can act on the situation to bring about changes in US policy
   (c) to involve them in Coalition work (this goal should be achieved if we do (a) and (b) well)
3. Content: Speaker topics and resources would focus on US involvement in southern Africa, on the development of struggles for liberation in different countries, on what people can do in response
4. Method: We recommend, wherever possible, that one and preferably two people go out with resources. An experienced and less experienced person should do programs together whenever possible and should come from different member groups in the Coalition whenever possible.
5. Timeframe: By Oct. 24, the TF should have accomplished the following:
   (a) polled all member groups on people willing to be part of speakers bureau
   (b) created an outline of possible actions people can do, graded by degree of energy and time required, for eventual use with different constituencies
   (c) collecting specifics on how to reach Alderman, Congressmen, the State Dept., and any other relevant people and organizations
   (d) consolidated a list of contacts from member groups and other organizations for follow-up by CCSA Speakers Bureau
B. Resource Bureau (cont.)

5. By Nov. 15, the TF hopes to have sponsored a training session for less experienced CCSA speakers (see above)

C. Outreach with Speakers and Resources

1. Priority tasks: *Experimental outreach and follow-up on recent contacts made by CCSA and AFSC, as basis for beginning to build a constituency
   *Development of over-all strategy for outreach, based on previous discussions on Coalition constituency-building

2. Method: Effort to get people from different member groups to do programs together and to accompany resources whenever possible

3. Timeframe: Follow-up on contacts -- during Oct. and Nov.
   Drafting of outreach strategy for Coalition review by Nov. 28

Other Education Outreach Task Force tasks not dealt with

* possible Chicago action newsletter on a regular basis

Report on possible visit by liberation movement reps (SWAPO or ANC) to coincide with visit by right-wing churchpeople (Oct. 10-12):

* extremely difficult time to get any firm commitment from liberation movements given changing situation and demands of UN work; have been unable to get any commitment
* as yet, have no specific info on visit (CC and AH have tried to get some); requested CALC to make attempt
* possibility of alternate speaker: tour by Michael Morgan, member of London-based South African War Resisters Group (35 members) and a deserter from the S. African Army (can talk on torture in Namibia). Sponsored by SAMRAF, US-based group trying to raise support for SA draft resisters (ACOA, WOA people on board, as well as IFCO, UMC person) --biographical details being sent

Tentative educational focus for Oct. 24 meeting (responsibility of EOTF)
   --film from Institute for Policy Studies on the CIA role in Angola (based on Stockwell's book)
   --discussion of new situation in Namibia, UN role and position, SA activities, SWAPO's current position